
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING EDUCATION AND CAREER

Learn about the education, practical steps, and experience you'll need to become an Electrical Engineer.

Concurrently, the doctor's degree became the objective of those who planned a career in academia or of
research in industry, or who wanted training superior to that of their many classmates working for the master's
degree. Control Engineer Control engineering, or control systems engineering, is typically taught along with
electrical engineering at many universities, and specifically focuses on implementation of control systems
obtained by mathematical modeling of a wide range of systems. Many universities will also ask candidates to
have done further mathematics. When World War II came along and brought into being such new electrical
and electronic techniques such as radar, microwaves, control systems, guided missiles, proximity fuses, etc.
Although much of a power engineer's focus is concerned with the issues faced with three-phase AC power,
another area of focus is concerned with the conversion between AC and DC power and the evolution of
specific power systems like those used in aircraft or for electric railway networks. They are: Communication:
To communicate ideas to colleagues and clients, you need excellent speaking and writing skills. Once an
individual meets all of these four criteria, he or she will be eligible to be awarded a Professional Engineer
license through NSPE. As a group they had neither the fundamental knowledge required to think creatively
about these new concepts, nor the research experience to carry through. ABET is a professional association
that accredits associate, bachelor's, and master's degree programs in engineering, engineering technology,
computing, and applied science. And, as previously mentioned, anyone who wishes to expand their
employment opportunities in the future should consider a program that is accredited by ABET. There will also
be modules specific to electrical engineering such as circuits and fields, computer engineering, real-time
systems, analog electronics, embedded systems projects, and engineering programming. Attending these
camps can help students plan their coursework for the remainder of their time in high school. Electrical and
electronics engineers design and develop complex electrical systems and electronic components and products.
The camps are offered by various universities and research centers. Many components of normal electronic
design are also available in a microelectronic equivalent which can include transistors, capacitors, inductors,
resistors, diodes, insulators and conductors. Subject: Electrical and Electronics Engineer Education High
school students interested in studying electrical or electronics engineering benefit from taking courses in
physics and math, including algebra, trigonometry, and calculus. Other Experience for Electrical and
Electronics Engineers During high school, students can attend engineering summer camps to see what these
and other engineers do. Electrical engineers can work for corporations, non-profit organizations, or
government agencies. Steps to Becoming an Electrical Engineer In general, the steps necessary to becoming
an electrical engineer are relatively similar across the board. Alternatively, you may choose to: go into project
management take on a management role pursue an academic career become a consultant or contractor. They
also sometimes work as part of cross-functionals team on large projects. Typical final year modules may
include system modelling and control, electromagnetism, power engineering, electrical machines, energy
conversion for motor and generator drives, field waves and antennas, electronic design, digital design,
web-based computing, digital video communications system and analog microelectronics. This career is very
similar to that of an electrical engineer - both careers are used interchangeably in the United States. What
should I study to do an electrical engineering degree? For sales work, an engineering background enables
engineers to discuss a product's technical aspects and assist in product planning and use. See more What does
an Electrical Engineer do? Electrical and electronics engineers must apply their knowledge to new tasks in
every project they undertake. Of course, many electrical engineers may also work in research positions,
helping to expand the outer limits of the field itself. Beyond sciences, taking a humanities subject or a social
science will teach you communication skills which are crucial in most jobs. Of course, there are a number of
criteria the individual must meet before he or she can be awarded this licensure. Speaking skills. As this
industry developed, so did electrical engineering education, and within a decade made a place for itself as an
equal among the older engineering departments. A typical work week is composed of 40 hours although there
might be some overtime to meet deadlines. Extra-curricular engineering courses or activities may also help
you in the application process. A lot of electrical engineering undergraduate degrees will include elements of
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electronics engineering too. A PE can oversee the work of other engineers, sign off on projects, and provide
services directly to the public.


